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ABSTRACT
The nomadic empires of Inner Asia are a unique historical phenomenon.
Large mountain and steppe territories allowed hundreds of thousands
of nomadic families to pursue their economic activities, creating the conditions that led to their integration into big imperial communities. The long
border in the South with empire-civilization and world-system center
China was one of the major ‘challenges’ for steppe people, the ‘answer’
to which was often the creation of semi-peripheral imperial polities, as only
the common military capacity of the Inner Asia stockbreeders guaranteed
them at least temporary military and political equality and even supremacy
during periods of weakening of the Middle Kingdom. The established opinion on the similarity of the nomadic empires in this region is mostly the
result of a long period of research on nomadic economies, social and political structures, and the relations between nomads and China (evolutionism,
positivism, Marxism). In the last few decades, the concept of multi-linearity
(non-linearity) of sociogenesis and politogenesis has been applied to this
field of study, allowing us to focus on the peculiarities of the Inner Asia
nomadic empires, creating a solution to the old issues surrounding the nature of the power systems among nomads, the existence or absence of statehood, and the typology of imperial structures according to their level
of complexity.
INTRODUCTION
The issues concerning the characteristics of political regimes of medieval
nomadic empires have provoked fierce debates among researchers and
have become especially important during the last decade. The question
of statehood among nomads and its specificity is still the most polemical
issue (Khazanov 1981, 1984, 2010; Golden 1982, 1992, 2001; Barfield
1989, 2000, 2011; Kradin 1992, 2002, 2008, 2010, 2011a, 2011b, 2011c,
2014, 2015; Kradin and Ivliev 2014; Kradin and Skrynnikova 2006;
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Maсkerras 1990, 2000, 2004; Sinor 1990; Di Cosmo 1999, 2002, 2011;
Klyashtorny 2003, 2010; Klyashtorny and Savinov 2005; Klyashtorny
and Sultanov 2009; Rogers 2007, 2011, 2018; Sneath 2007, 2009;
Legrand 2011; Scheidel 2011; and others).
The interpretation of the term state differs significantly among academic papers. Since the known characteristics of political organization
among the nomadic empires of Inner Asia do not completely meet the
accepted criteria of state power (i.e., developed legal and judiciary system, specialized bureaucracy in the central and provincial management
apparatus, a fiscal system, etc.); the researchers use vague and unclear
interpretations of nationhood. Daniel Rogers, in particular, defines state
as ‘any political entity in which authority is relatively centralized and hierarchical, and one in which control extends over a certain population and
territory.’ He adds that the state has one or more city-type centers, and ‘individuals living in a state recognize it as politically independent of other
such entities’ (Rogers 1997: 250). The present stage of the discussion about
the issues of statehood and the limits of political development of nomads
demonstrates the necessity to define certain criteria to evaluate nomadic
governing systems, their level of complexity, and typology.
FEATURES OF NOMADIC EMPIRES
We define classic (typical according to Nikolai N. Kradin) nomadic empires as territorially expanded polities of medieval nomads, formed in the
steppe zone on the border with big agricultural civilizations. The dimensions of the nomadic imperial entities allow considering a certain military
and administrative structure as one of the characteristics of such polities,
namely:
 the staff of the khagan (khan) as the integrative center of the empire
(command staff, the place of concentration of imperial ‘functionaries,’
counselors, service elite, and others);
 in terms of government, the ‘center of the empire’ was associated
with summer and winter staffs of the Khagan which he would alternate;
 ‘the center of the empire’ was also associated with reserve trainings, cult activities and sacral ceremonies, diplomatic receptions, and festive activities;
 the division either into wings with separate centers or into wings
with a center, or, as in one case, into a center with three wings (Malov
1959: 23);
 imperial princes with their titles;
 a decimal system which integrated tribes into the district hierarchy
of military tumens and thousands of smaller units (the latter are not clearly defined in sources of nomadic origin; in the Early Middle Ages, for
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typical empires the description of the decimal system is presented in the
Terkhin inscriptions – Klyashtorny 2010: 42);
 embassies of the center in the regional tribal nomadic groups and
in the territories of non-nomadic populations (viceroys, fiscal officers,
and military groups/camps in remote regions such as Altai, Tuva, Khakasia, Transbaikalia, Eastern Mongolia, and Manchuria, as well as in urban and agricultural communities in Eastern Turkestan);
 in some cases, a network of administrative personnel on the major
trading paths and directions of geopolitical importance, similar to yam
service in the Mongolian Empire.
This administrative system superimposed on a complex hierarchy
built on the combination of political, ethnical, social and other principles.
This hierarchy included:
 a khagan (khan) and ruling clan in which an important role was
played by the aspirants to the supreme power and supreme imperial titles;
 people closest to the ruler through their status and aristocratic clans
related to him;
 people from the khagan's suite (his ‘command staff’ could include
nomadic aristocracy as well as representatives of agricultural populations,
like the Sogdians and Chinese people, religious figures, talented commanders with non-aristocratic origins, personal army/guards, various
servants, etc.);
 the tribes and clans that formed the elite layers of the empire (Luandi, Huyan, Lan, Xubu, and Qiulin in the Xiongnu polity; Ashina and
Ashide in the Turkic Khaganate, Yaghlakar, Ediz, Kürebir, etc.
in the Uyghur empire);
 the tribes of the dominant ethnic group (Xiongnu, Turk, Uyghur);
 dependent tribes whose armies were a part of imperial army;
 dependent clan and tribe unions with low status (such as tribe
groups who could subject to tribute and different fees; the Khitans for the
Turks and the Uyghur);
 subordinate semi-settled and sub-taiga populations on the periphery
of the empire (they provided the empire with agricultural products, furs,
metal, etc.);
 farmers and agricultural communities living in the steppe (traders,
refugees, people captured in China, etc.); these communities could be
quite large: emperor Taizong bought 80,000 Han people from the Turk
for gold and silk. They were in the Khaganate during the period of the Sui
falldown (Bichurin 1950: 256); in the other case, in 698, Qapaghan Khaghan attacked the prefectures of Zhaozhou, Dinzhou and others in the
borderline county of Hebei and captured 80 to 90 thousand people (Liu
Mau-tsai 1958: 163).
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Relationships between the khagan and the tribe leaders and their lineages played a key role in the inner organization of the empire. Maintenance of high status was impossible without loyal powerful tribes and
tribe groups. At the same time, one should not forget that some quite severe methods of submission could have been used by the center towards
some units of the imperial hierarchy.
POLITICAL INSTITUTIONS IN NOMADIC EMPIRES
Which criteria should be chosen to determine the level of complexity and
the distinction between the chiefdom (in various forms) and the state
(or early state), or alternative political forms among the nomads of Inner
Asia? For researchers, the answer to these questions is complicated by the
fact that in all nomadic empires, the ratio between pre-state and early state
components of power is inconstant and fluid. The development of nomadic empires was not unilinear and single-vector. The examples of Xiongnu
country, Rouran, Turk, and Uyghur Khaganates show in the first stages
the trends towards centralisation of the political system. However, these
trends could be alternated by separatist transformations (the strengthening
of local leaders, domestic strife, riots, etc.). Sometimes, these contradictory trends occurred at the same time. In the Mongolian empire, during the
second third of the thirteenth century, the formation of the institutions
of early statehood was combined with the strengthening of the ulus level.
The imperial formations of nomads periodically returned to traditional clan-tribal institutions of governing when the mechanisms of subjugation
of nomads of the steppe and the remote exploitation of agricultural peoples
stopped or became inefficient (Kradin 2002: 191–193, 199–200, 230–231).
The power of a nomadic leader lost the imperial character and the chief
actions were aimed, first of all, at preserving his status among the elite.
Another destructive process typical for nearly all nomadic empires
was related to over-production of political elites – the growth of the number of adult men in the leader's clan who wanted to participate in the governing of the empire, and aspired to supreme power (concept of Nikolay
Kradin [1992: 152; 2008: 113, 118; 2011b: 433–437; Kradin and Skrynnikova 2006: 485]). The nomadic polities' resources were too limited
to meet the needs of growing governing patronymy and nomadic leaders
could not give means and privileges to their relatives and chiefs forever.
The ‘over-production’ of elites resulted in domestic strife and in some
cases in the division of the common political territory into several autonomous units. This was the situation for the Xiongnu Empire, which was
divided into Northern and Southern confederations, and of the united
Turkic Khaganate, which in 603 was split into the eastern and western
khanates, with different tribal structures and elites. In this way, the large
nomadic polities were not safe from destruction and conquest.
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Returning to the discussion about the existence or absence of state
in medieval Inner Asia, one should remember that governing systems
of the nomadic empires are complex and many-sided phenomena that cannot be described with simple definitions. The attempt to overcome the
dichotomy of pre-state and state status of the imperial polities of nomads
using the concept of dual nature of nomadic empire (Kradin 2002: 240–
249) is a good one but does not give full answers.
In this regard, we suggest not limiting the discussion to this dual nature but also take into account the multi-component power structure of
nomadic empires. In these pastoral political formations, the institutions
of different levels were adapted to and interacted with clan and tribal
structure, super-tribal (chiefdoms, tribal confederations), imperial and/or
early state hierarchy with varied proportion at different historical periods.
The internal differentiation of governing activity in nomadic empires
demonstrates varying components of the nomads' political culture.
The most typical characteristics of clan power were: leadership in the
clan, lineage, and primary tribe (the system of social relations was mostly
based on family relationships), based on the traditional authority of the
oldest person in the patronymy; submission to the head of the clan (lineage) is based on the traditional acceptance of his power and personal authority as a ruler, the right of judgments, priority in defensive actions and
invasions; a combination of reciprocity and redistribution in his governing
with the focus on reciprocity relationships, when prestigious economy
involves the maximum number of tribe members; regulation of the relationship between the power and the population using traditions (common
law, household and military rituals); limitation of the leader's sacral power at the clan-tribe level with local religious traditions and rituals.
The super-tribal nomadic polities of Eastern Asia are marked by:
a super-local level of integration with a chief clan (e.g., the Karluks) or
tribal group (the Uyghur and their allied tribe, the Xueyantuo) or temporarily charismatic leaders appearing (early Khitan); eritable power (e.g.,
the Toghuz-Oghuz with the chief clan Yaghlakar); a large number of members of the confederation (at least tens of thousands); a personal supreme
power, the charisma of the ruler, and dependence on the successful political and military activity.
In the imperial confederations of nomads in the steppe, the following
characteristics predominated: large steppe polities united all the peoples
‘drawing the bow’ with population of no less than one million people
(Kradin 2011b: 437); centralization in the form of a military and hierarchical system of subjugated tribes and different ethnic groups with a corresponding distribution of power among the members of the ruler's clan
and the leaders of the subjugated tribes, creation of the center and tribaladministrative divisions (wings); a leader with wide-ranging powers
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in military-administrative, religious-sacral, ceremonial fields (his judicial
functions are not usually clear); dependence of the rulers position and the
whole empire's stability on their military success; imperial sacralization
of the supreme power as a mediator between the Heaven and the nomads;
use of writing in political activity and creation of ideologemes and political constructions of a brave khagan-commander, uniting the ‘peoples’ of ‘four
corners’; vertical subordination and strict discipline in the army to maintain the peace in the steppe, and the realization of external political tasks
of empire; the creation of an imperial dignitary suite for the leader, socialprofessional groups (retainers, personal guards, servants), including expats (the Sogdians, the Chinese, etc.) of various origins (Kradin 2011b:
431–432; Biran 2015: 2–3; Vasyutin 2015a: 23).
The study into the transition of nomadic empires into different forms
of statehood allows for the definition of some novel components: the ruler
with wide political and ritual-sacral functions, synthesizing the roles
of a nomadic chief and a king of agricultural people; synthesis of redistributive mechanisms, trade fees, borrowed from the tax experience
of agricultural states; multiethnic state machinery with a clearer function
division and branch hierarchy; a tendency to formalize state activity (official paperwork, regimentation of different fields of civil servant life, etc.);
preservation of some nomad autonomy (army base and power support),
and special governing mechanisms used towards them including fiscal
fees and tribute (Vasyutin 2015a: 22–24).
In every large nomadic polity, the proportion of power components
was different and could quickly change: both strengthening of the supercomplex chiefdoms and states activity and weakening of the imperial organization and strengthening of local tribal structures.
In the nomadic empires, clan and tribal components of power often
preserved their former functional meaning. It was quite common for them
to transform into wider redistributive power functions according to new
governing tasks. Several types of relationships are formed within the
framework of the prestigious economy: 1) the leader – members of the ruling clan – court aristocracy; 2) the ruler and the dominant ethnic group;
3) the chief – the tribal leaders, and the settled societies rulers; and 4) the
tribal leader – the tribal nobles – other members of his clan and lineage
(Vasyutin 2015a: 22). In almost all cases these political relations had
a key role in providing stability to the empire and in the efficient governing of the imperial polities of nomads.
In Turkic Khaganate, successful military actions and redistributive
giving of material goods secured the khagan's reputation and promoted the
sacralization of the supreme khans of khaganates which made them
the most important resource of government. The Turks elite received a large
portion of gifts delivered from China. The Xiongnu example shows that
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this resource was limited though and was distributed only among a close
circle of relatives, aristocracy, retainers, and more loyal tribal chiefs. At
the same time, the tribal chiefs' actions were directed towards common
nomads as well, in the form of new pastures and part of the spoils of war
during invasions (Kradin 2002: 108–109; 321; 2010: 319–322; 2014:
140–141). Being a kind of ‘banker’, the ruler had to satisfy a maximum
number of clan-lineage groups within the empire to preserve his influence
over them. Redistributive activity complemented other governing structures (military hierarchy, vice-regents and military posts in conquered
lands, judiciary system). Conspicuous consumption, typical for Turks
khagans had the same goal, especially during the official activities and
rituals (reserve training, religious holidays, reception of ambassadors,
funerals of khagans, and prelacy). The description of the reception of
Byzantine ambassador Zemarchus is especially emblematic – during the
reception, the Byzantine ambassador was shown the khagan's riches. The
public character of such activities was meant to create an image of importance and success for khagans (Vasyutin 2015a: 22).
BALANCE OF POWER
The centralized imperial structures of the Mongolian nomads were built
by consolidation of nomadic societies into a common polity, conquest
of nomadic tribes or forcing them during military conflicts with settled
neighbors, invasions and occupations, building the system to control
the conquered peoples. This mostly predetermined the domination of military functions over civil ones. The war transformed into one of the major
tools of governing. It is not for nothing that the leader's positive image was
created in the context of his heroic military victories (that was one of the
tasks of the inscriptions in honor of Bilge-khagan and Kul-Tigin).
How did the military-hierarchic structure contribute to the stable authority and power of chanyus and khagans? On the one hand, the nomads
showed strict discipline in armies, which provided additional governing
tools to the supreme nomadic leader. On the other hand, Chinese chroniclers defined the nomadic military discipline and organization on a caseby-case basis. In some cases (the Uyghur, the Khitan) the efficiency
of army management, tactic methods and military success were described
(Bichurin 1950: 311, 317–318; Ye Longli 1979: 43–44, 66, 74–75, 77–
78ff.; Tiuriumina 2007: 44, 49, 53–54, 54–55, 61, 65, 67–68, 85, 86, 87,
93), but there are a lot of examples of the opposite situation as well (Ye
Longli 1979: 45, 48, 56–57; Tiuriumina 2007: 58, 66–67, 85, 97, 106).
Especially numerous negative opinions about nomadic discipline in Chinese sources were given during crises of empires. For example, poor
preparation, the appointment of unqualified commanders, and the flight
of the Liao army during the battle with the Jurchen in 1115 while the Em-
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peror Tianzuo and his avant-guard were struggling with the enemy
in snow blizzard (Ye Longli 1979: 180–182; Tiuriumina 2007: 120–121).
It is interesting that Chinese counselors gave their opinions about the poor
organization of the Turks' military system (‘disgust to titles and decorations,’ ‘disrespect to their chiefs,’ ‘disrespect to the laws and orders,’ etc.)
both during the active Turks conquests and during the khaganate's stagnation and decline (cf., i.e.: Liu Mau-tsai 1958: 12, 130). It is evident that
such evaluations mostly demonstrated an extrapolation of the opinions
about army organization in China to the nomadic world and the stereotypes in descriptions of ‘northern barbarians’ formed in the Chinese written tradition.
In the Turkic Khaganate period, texts related to the khagan and other
elite groups reflect the important pages of military, political, and ethnic
history, the evaluation of predecessors' activity, acts of heroism of those
to whom the inscription was dedicated. The sky born leader's power had
a divine origin; he was the central person in the imperial ceremonies, religious and socio-cultural activities, etc. The History of Sui dynasty shows
how the supreme power of the Turks leader was presented in a letter
of Shabalue Khagan to the emperor Gaozu: ‘... Born in the Dragon Year
by the wise Haven and blessed Haven Son of the Great T′u-küe Empire...’
(Liu Mau-tsai 1958: 50).
One should note a certain transformation highlighting the growing
role of ideological texts in the steppe societies of Inner Asia in the Early
Middle Ages. If the Turks commemorative runic texts provided information on the khagans' governing (Bugut stele, Bilbe-Khagan inscription)
and their counselors (inscriptions in honor of Kul-Tigin and Tonyukuk),
the Uyghur ones glorified the governing khagans, and stones with inscriptions marked the territories conquered by khagans (Klyashtorny 2010: 41,
63). Thus, stones with runic inscriptions transformed from instructive epitaphs to propagandist symbols of the greatness and supremacy of the new
steppe owners. Abaoji, the founder of the Liao Empire, understood well
the ideological meaning of such texts. During his campaign in Mongolia
in 924–925, he ordered the removal of one of the inscriptions of the Uyghur khagan and the creation of an inscription glorifying his acts
in Khitan, Turk and Chinese languages (Wittfogel and Feng 1949: 576).
The large nomadic empires in Eastern Asia (Liao and Yuan) appeared mostly as a result of the invasion of large territories in China and
other agricultural territories, the functions of the nomadic leader were
more diluted progressively in bureaucratic activities of state institutions.
However, the new nomads' experience of tax and fees collection by agricultural elites, the creation of administrative institutions and bureaucracy
needed an approbation of such activities by several nomad generations.
The evolution of power in the Liao Empire is exemplary. During the
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Abaoji government the tributes from the dependent nomadic and settled
populations were limited to cattle, silk, and canvas (Ye Longli 1979: 240;
Tiuriumina 2007: 56–57). A more progressive fiscal policy was pursued
only towards the Chinese enclaves in Khitan clan lands, where Han settlements and cities with official institutions, trading, and salt and iron ore
mines were located (Ye Longli 1979: 42, 43, 348, comment 11; Tiuriumina 2007: 47, 18, 187). The engagement of Chinese people into the administrative system was not for nothing. Even during the Deguang government, the Khitan emperors received their main income through conquests,
robberies, and gifts from the Late Qin and other Chinese states in silk,
gold and carts (Taskin 1984: 198).
Only in the middle – second half of the tenth century, in the Liao
Empire the bureaucratic activities spread among the nomads progressively (taxes, state works, border service, etc.). During the rule of Shengzong
and the ‘empress dowager’ Yanyan, this resulted in a need for a qualified
bureaucracy, reconstruction of the system of exams for civil officers,
and the opening of educational institutions for the Khitan elite (Kradin and
Ivliev 2014: 238–240). In the eleventh century, the empire became a nomadic-settled state. During the rule of Emperor Xingzong (1031–1055),
he issued a series of orders (1040–1041) in which he forbade conferring
a title to people who had broken the law, forbade civil servants to leave
the service without permission, gave the order ‘not to fuddle’ at work, and
not to take expensive things from the treasury. For the hunting in forbidden places, the peoples were punished with some hundred lashes. At the
same time the Liao emperor also appealed to people who ‘understand how
to govern the people’ to serve (Tiuriumina 2007: 103). The transition to
state methods of governing was a long process in the Mongolian empire as
well. Stable state institutions (taxes and respective bureaucratic system) did
not appear until the middle – second half of the thirteenth century. In Liao,
the same process continued until the tenth – early eleventh century.
Thus, the power in nomadic societies, especially in large imperial polities, represented a complex phenomenon. Nomadic empires were prototypes of the transition to state models of political organization. In those
societies the traditional tribal system of governing transformed into more
hierarchical and complex structures with a large power for the supreme
chief. The components of the traditional system of power served the basis
for the governing practices of nomadic leaders. At the same time, the extent of imperial governing provoked some innovations in governing
methods. This synthesis reflects the peculiar character of nomadic empires controlling mostly steppe territories. However, the attempts ‘to take
a step’ towards a state in such polities provoked a crisis and imperial decline. The Uyghur Khanate with its early statehood was an exception.
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The history of the Uyghur shows that one of the most important criteria
of complexity of nomadic empires is urbanization and settled agrarian societies in the steppe area. Urbanism is not a universal criterion of the transition to statehood (cf., i.e., Kradin 2006: 94–95). Towns appeared quite early, while the formation of state institutions needed several decades
to emerge. But as for civil servants, urbanization since it drastically changes
the economic structures of the steppe territories, creates taxation institutions
along with respective administration in nomadic polities, and the creation
of settled administration (Kradin 2011d; Vasyutin 2015c).
The stable state activity was based on the long process of assimilation
of the agricultural peoples' governing experience which became necessary
after the conquest of settled population's territories. The assimilation of this
experience by the nomads themselves is a separate issue. In all conquest
empires this was limited and never fully realized. The limitation of state
governing methods was caused not only by the fact that lower-status nomads formed the bulk of the army, but also by the remnants of traditional
paradigms and practices of the nomadic elites, close religious, ritual, and
socio-cultural relationships between the elite and common nomads
(Vasyutin 2015a: 24–25).
SUPERCOMPLEX CHIEFDOM
Since the mechanisms of tribal power were characteristic for the pastoral
nomadic societies, and state institutions in steppe territories were an exception, chiefdom could hypothetically be called the basic characteristic
of nomadic empires. The chiefdom according to its type (simple, complex,
compound, maximal, etc.) was considered as a step of politogenesis between acephalous tribal communities and the state. As for the nomadic
empires of Inner Asia, the use of the chiefdom concept (in the version
of supercomplex chiefdom) is thoroughly justified by Nikolay Kradin.
The Xiongnu Empire and imperial nomadic communities played the role
of a test ground (Kradin 1992, 2002, 2003, 2008, 2010, 2011a, 2011b,
2011c, 2014, 2015, etc.). For Kradin, the basic model was the concept of
a complex chiefdom as an association of secondary tribes in a common
union with a common system of governing and cults. In neo-evolutionism,
the complex chiefdom was considered as a step from which agricultural
societies could potentially transform into a state. Therefore, a complex
chiefdom can be defined as a stage of state formation. Kradin insisted on the
pre-state level of the Xiongnu Empire and believed the nomadic empires to be
large tribal confederations which were much more complex than the complex
chiefdoms in terms of human resources, territory, and military potential.
Using this approach, he concluded that imperial unions represented
chiefdoms at their maximum level of complexity. As such, he introduced
a new definition to reflect the larger dimensions and hierarchies of no-
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madic empires – supercomplex chiefdom. Although, Kradin himself recognized in his papers that ‘the super-complex chiefdom of nomadic empires is a real prototype of an early state...’ (Kradin 2002: 245), in terms
of concepts, he defines the steppe empire polities as transitional but not
yet achieved the level of early statehood. The complexity of the power
system in the Xiongnu Empire, the first nomadic empire of Inner Asia,
is highlighted by the numerous settlements found within its territory. Although, today we know only one proto-city (Ivolga site), located in the
empire periphery, while in the settlements with ramparts in the Mongolian
steppes excavations revealed platforms with tile roof dwellings, complex
constructions of gates, but no evidence of any archaeological layers
or specific artifacts representing craft and trade, or any administrative and
military purposes of those constructions (Kradin et al. 2017).
The definition of Xiongnu as a supercomplex chiefdom can be used
as the basic concept for the imperial confederation of nomads in Inner Asia.
However, this does not mean that alternative opinions can be ignored. Here,
we will consider the opportunity of employing other definitions in order
to interpret nomadic empires using the example of Early Medieval polities.
The Turkic Khaganates had a complex power structure and can serve
examples of stratified societies, but judging by some key characteristics,
they cannot be considered as examples of classic statehood, or even early
forms of state. During different periods of the Turkic Khaganates' history,
their formal characteristics appear more like transitional or primitive
statehood. However, in these definitions, the line between complex forms
of chiefdom and statehood is blurred.
Why can the imperial khaganates not be described as states? First, the
khaganates did not have specialized civil servants. ‘Administrators’ were
mostly relatives of khagan or tribal aristocracy, and their governing activity, especially at the provincial level, was not the result of special training (except military functions). It was not separated from other activities,
it did not become a profession, and the people who had these responsibilities cannot be considered as professional bureaucrats.
Second, they did not have common imperial written or oral legal acts.
To deal with any legal case, the authorities mostly based their opinions
on ordinary law traditions of different ethno-political groups. The chiefs
of subjugated tribes still had their autonomy in legal procedures within
their nomadic communities. The supreme chief alone had special judicial
power in the military field.
Third, a common fiscal network and consistently applied norms for
fiscal fees did not exist. The ‘taxes’ were mostly collected from the agricultural peoples controlled by khaganates, and in steppe, tributes, irregular forms of ‘payment’ of authority services (some cattle for ritual actions
and campaigns, organization of feasts, symbolic gifts, etc.). The attempts
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to introduce some elements of regular fiscal taxes made by the Chinese
and the Sogdians during the reign of Qilibi Khan caused social tensions
in the steppe society and led to riots and open fighting against the Turkic
power which resulted in Khaganate defeat and surrender to China. Similarly, the tribute and tax, the engagement of the Sogdians during the rule
of Qapaghan Khaghan (Malov 1959: 20; Liu Mau-tsai 1958: 169–170)
were some of the reasons for riots among dependent tribes in 714–716
which in turn caused a serious crisis in the Second Turkic Khaganate. The
ruler did not have enough political means to bring them under regulation
and control so both Qapaghan and Bilge Khagan with Kul-Tigin had to
bring loyalty back with ‘fire and sword.’
Comparing the basic elements of political culture in Turkic Khaganates demonstrates the typical chiefdoms traditions in the khaganate. The
state institutions were limited and performed by a small number of executives. However, the Turkic polities of the middle of the sixth – first half
of the eighth century surpassed the complex and maximum chiefdoms
in complexity and population numbers. In Turkic Khaganates, there were
dozens of tribal confederations and settled societies subjugated or integrated into the empire. The population of the Mongolian steppes and adjacent territories in the ancient and the Medieval periods varied from
800 thousand to 1.2–1.5 million people (Kradin 2002: 71–79; 2011b:
437), while in compound chiefdom the average was tens of thousands
people. Larger societies existed but they did not compare to the nomadic
empires in territory size. The control over the wide territories and numerous dependent polities surely needed a more complicated form of governing than that of a chiefdom.
The institutional aspect of imperial origin in khaganates was a military-hierarchical system. This system included decimal principle, discipline, subdivisions, commanders, separate armies, strategy of military
actions and was at the same level of organizational complexity as armies
of many agricultural state societies (kingdoms of Western Europe, early
states of the Slavs and the Scandinavians, etc.). In contrast to the internal
social relations, the military organization of the khaganate was the basic
institution for supporting the nomadic polity (Klyashtorny 2003: 469–470).
Only in comparison with the armies of the leading empire-civilizations
(Rome, the Byzantine Empire, Iran, and China) can a difference be noted
in tactical training, discipline, weapon variety, and the strategy of collective
actions between nomads and agricultural states armies. But, the nomads
could win a fair fight even against the armies of these world-system centers
(the semi-periphery military advantage of more complicated societies is a separate topic). It is evident, that in its structure the power in Turkic Khaganates did not have all the characteristics of statehood but was at the chiefdoms level of political integration in its complexity.
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ANALOGUES AND ALTERNATIVES
Political anthropology presents a wide range of concepts to evaluate different power systems – different types of chiefdom and states, analogues
and alternatives to chiefdoms and states (Claessen and Skalnik 1981;
Claessen and Velde 1987; Claessen 1989, 1991, 2010, 2011, 2014; Carneiro 1981, 1992; Earle 1987, 1997, 2011; Kradin 1995, 2009; Bondarenko 2001, 2005, 2006, 2008, 2011; Bondarenko, Grinin, and Korotayev
2006; Grinin 2006, 2008, 2009, 2011; Grinin and Korotaev 2011; Skalnik
2009, 2011, etc.), which allows a choice between various theories to evaluate the Turkic Khaganates. Some current researchers rely on multilinearity (nonlinearity) of politogenesis and a variety of political structural
forms. A state is not alone at the top of the political development, as history shows examples of no less complicated forms of political existence
without clear attributes of state institutions. Such polities are usually identified as analogues or alternatives to a state (Bondarenko 2001, 2005,
2006, 2008, 2011; Bondarenko, Grinin, and Korotayev 2006; Grinin
2006, 2008, 2009, 2011; Grinin and Korotaev 2011). Some researchers
suggest more specific terms for complicated hierarchic formations, like,
for example, a homoarchy (Bondarenko 2005, 2006, 2011).
Multilinearity can be observed in the political history of Turkic
Khaganates. The Great Turkic Khaganate was the largest empire in the
territory after the Mongolian empire. Compared to Genghis Khan's system, the power in the khaganate was less structured and lacked a common
ruling system (the Western part of the khaganate developed autonomously). The internal conflicts between Ashina clan members appeared relatively early, leading to internal struggle and the division of the khaganate
into two separate polities. In neo-evolutionalist terms, the First Turkic
Khaganate can be defined as an imperial-xenocratic homoarchic structured alternative to a state. Taking into account more developed governing activities in the khagan's lands with agricultural and city populations
(urban areas in Eastern Turkestan and Zhetysu) one can speak about
a territory division according to the complexity of power organization
in the empire. State institutions existed only in the agricultural area of empire. Political institutes did not change in the steppe part of the khaganate.
This form can be described as a marginal (marginal-peripheral) state
(this model can be included in the concept of situational state as defined
by Anatoly M. Khazanov [1984]). In the khaganate center transitional political and socio-cultural activities predominated. In the provinces, where
the central power was represented by shads and tutuks who mostly interacted with tribal chiefs and leaders of large tribal confederations, the need
of the state activities was low.
The Eastern Turkic Khaganate was changing to become more complicated. The main factor in the transformation of the Eastern Turkic Khaganate was the Chinese and Sogdian communities on the empire territory.
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As mentioned above in reference to the purchase of 80 thousand Chinese
people by Tan'g emperor Taizong from the Turks while a big part of the
Han people who were against Tan'g stayed in the steppe. When the Turks
were defeated in 630 and surrendered to Tan'g empire, Samarkand and Bukhara Diaspora members overpassed the Chinese border. The Bukhara Diaspora alone consisted of 5 thousand families (Klyashtorny 1964: 119).
It was an active political actor in Eastern Asia but it could not compete
with a new powerful empire in China (Tan'g empire). An attempt to adapt
the nomadic semi-periphery to the growing economic and military power
of China by means of complicating political activity (engagement of settled
community members to govern) showed that this political system of the
Turk was not ready to overcome the threshold of complexity (Vasyutin
2015b: 398). The political hierarchies of this khaganate can be defined as an
analogue to the maximum chiefdoms of the agricultural people.
Many nomadic peoples experienced multi-directional processes
in their history (growing, decline, stagnation, crisis, etc.). The Second Turkic Khaganate (689–744/745) is an example of such trends and processes.
After Qapaghan-Khagan's failure to create a huge empire comprising Eastern Turkestan, Dzungaria, Zhetysu, Sayan-Altai, the land bordering with
Tan'g dynasty in the South from Goby, Ordos, and other territories in the
Eastern Khaganate, the military and political resources and energy of
Bilge-Khagan, Kul-Tigin, and Tonyukuk were mostly directed towards
the subjugation of the rebellious tribes and the appeasement of the steppe
and not towards the development of the khaganate into a more complex
structure, though the Turks did not loss the potential (Bilge-khagan's wish
to build a city and spread Buddhism among the nomads was attributed to
a counselor). In this case, the trend towards an imperial-xenocratic model
with marginal-peripheral statehood was replaced by the one towards
a smaller polity, which was a pre-state hierarchical tribal confederation
using military-administrative control and fiscal collections from the subjugated population and which existed until the first conflicts inside the
governing clan (Vasyutin 2015b: 400–405).
Taking into account the mobility of the nomadic political system, multidirectional trends towards both complication (control of the transit trading, subjugation of the agricultural people or military-political control of
settled populations) and simplification (division of the empire into several
parts, subjugation of the Chinese elites, disorganization of power as a result
of riots and external aggressions). With such dynamic changes, the ruling
system in the Turkic Khaganates at different stages of its development
could be described as ranging from tribal union confederation and nomadic analogue of compound chiefdom to a homoarchic alternative to a state.
The loss of nomadic staff control over the tribes or a decline of empire led
to hierarchical structures (Bondarenko 2006: 164–166, 168–169), until
a new nomadic empire would emerge in the steppe.
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The Uyghur Khaganate experienced a more stable trend of increasing
complexity. The building of cities and fortresses (the hierarchy of settlements included a capital city, regional cities, staffs, fortresses, trading and
market development in Mongolia, conversion to Manichaeism and its
spread among common people, the creation of a hierarchic governing
system, tax collection from nomads – all this definitely shows a transformation of the Uyghur Empire into an early state. The further development
of the khaganate includes traditional forms of statehood. But this process
failed to be completed by the time when the Uyghurs were defeated by
the Kirghiz, which is why the transitional state forms remained (Vasyutin
2015b: 405–414).
As mentioned above, the Liao Empire with Yuan represents the most
complicated development of Inner Asia nomadic polities. The Khitan Empire, which included wide territories with settled people and nomadic populations (Bohai, North-Eastern China, the lands in the South and North from
Goby) and which experienced several political transformations at the early
tenth century, the Khitan union was a confederation of nomadic chiefdoms
and tribes. Conquest and power centralization led first to the creation and
development of a dual system which in its turn led to the establishment
of traditional statehood institutions based on the synthesis of Khitan political activities and Chinese political culture (Kradin and Ivliev 2014: 224–
248). In my opinion, a complete establishment of a state occurred during
the rule of Shengzong and Xingzong. These transformations resulted
in a complex political changes in the Liao Empire, which was a typical settled empire with a traditional state governing system on the territory of the
Southern administration and a peculiar transitional form of a state system
including tribal confederations and chiefdoms in its structure inside the
Northern administration (Vasyutin 2015b: 414–415, 424–425).
Finally, the political anthropology and concept system of this research allow us to outline the solutions for the debated points regarding
the evaluation of Inner Asian nomadic empire institutions in the Early
Middle Ages. The key solution is to use such definitions as nomadic analogues of chiefdoms, homoarchic alternatives to a state in the Turkic and
Uyghur Khaganates history, and early stages of the Liao empire development. These are model types and they do not limit a researcher to strict
definitions of terms like supercomplex chiefdom or early state which allow for various interpretations but do not provide a clearer understanding
of the system complexity level according to the elaborated scale of political integration types and the models of related political structure.
CONCLUSION: TYPES OF INNER ASIAN NOMADIC EMPIRES
This section presents two basic models of nomadic empires typology. The
first model is related to the traditional super-tribal military-political un-
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ions of nomads, controlling the steppe territory and some adjoining enclaves of agricultural people. It can be described as a traditional or classic
model, and describes two sub-types. The first subtype is presented by
imperial-xenocratic analogues of agricultural complex chiefdom and
homoarchic structures. The genesis of such empires is a result of the subjugation by other consolidated tribal groups of nomads and the creation
of an imperial ethno-political hierarchy. The practical tasks of governing
the steppe communities forced the elites to form territorial governing organs (center and wings). The typical principles of further functioning of the
described imperial formations are mostly based on the sacral power of political leader, military subordination, and discipline. Prestigious economy –
a certain mechanism of consolidation of imperial prelacy and chiefs
around the supreme leader at the expense of the resource-using of the
biggest civilization in Eastern Asia (China) and mostly controlling the
subjugated tribes. The controlled lands with agricultural populations outside the steppe (some oases in Eastern Turkestan, agricultural colonies
in Ordos, settled communities in Southern Siberia) and settled communities in the territory of Mongolia do not change the xenocratic character
of imperial integration since their resources can be compared to the economic, military-political, and cultural potential of China. The Eastern
Turkic Khaganate was a historical example of such a model.
A more complicated option of the primary model (the second subtype) is a steppe imperial state model. In the history of Inner Asian nomadic empire, such an empire in the steppe territory appeared only once.
This was the Uyghur khaganate where along with the significant import
of silk and coins from China an inner nomadic-settled economy developed, with a fiscal system and a relevant power system.
The second model can be defined as secondary or conquest (definition of N. N. Kradin [2003]). The empires of this type were large and
covered steppe territories with military and political control of large territories with settled population or direct governance of these territories.
In the conquest model, the political elites have income not only from invasions, tribute, and gifts from distant settled populations, but also from
collecting tax and fee from conquered agricultural population. As in the
case of the first model, two sub-types of conquest empires can be defined.
In the first case (conquest imperial-xenochratic model) the political center
of the empire stayed in the steppe but to solve the governing tasks it needed
a military-administrative system copying the political centers on the remote
sufficiently large and important territories, and tribute-fiscal policy on the
conquered territories.
The First Turkic Khaganate serves an example of the first subtype,
since it conquered territories from Manchuria to the Black Sea with
a large number of settled populations in Central Asia, the Caucasus, for-
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est-steppe and sub-taiga zones of Siberia. During the Second Turkic
Khaganate, Qapaghan-Khagan tried to recreate a conquered empire but
after his death the elite chose a way of development close to the traditional model with extremely limited xenochratic tasks towards China. The
first subtype was in the Liao Empire during Abaoji, Deguang, and Wuyu
(the first half of the tenth century) and the Mongolian mega-empire before
ulus states.
The second subtype of conquest nomadic empires was marked by
moving the political center to the territory of settled civilizations and the
progressive transformation of political institutions of nomads into a traditional state with fiscal action towards agricultural-urban population and
in an adapted form to nomads. The example of a typical conquest imperial-state formation or nomadic-settled state was Liao dynasty in the second
half of the tenth – beginning of the twelfth century and Yuan empire.
It should be noted that my version of the two basic models of nomadic empires as well as the general typology of political system in Eurasian
nomads (Vasyutin 2003, 2010) has format of ‘ideal type.’ The forms
of power organization and ways of political adaptation in nomads both
in different and quite similar natural-climatic and social-cultural conditions could be both quite similar and very different.
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